
The 6th largest entertainment group in 
the world is once again renewing its 
trust in POMA’s ropeway transportation 
systems.
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Chimelong Group operates the-

me parks and hotels located in 

Guangzhou and Zhuhai in China’s 

Guangdong Province. In 2017, the 

Safari Park—one of the largest and 

most visited zoos in Asia—installed 

three connected aerial tramways 

lines forming a triangle, which have 

since become the park’s flagship at-

traction. Convinced that this was a 

good investment, Chimelong Group 

will be installing another triangle 

ropeway in 2020, with three tri-cable 

detachable grip  aerial  tramways 

running between two new business 

areas and Ocean Kingdom—a park 

that hosts the largest aquarium in the 

world, visited by 8.5 million people in 

2016.

Chimelong Group wanted to focus 

on innovation—illustrated with the 

station’s design and the choice of 

tri-cable technology—guaranteeing 

significant wind stability (up to 

90 km/h) and a maximum transport 

capacity of 5,775 pers/h with long 

opening hours.

The Carrier design is also strate-

gic to ensure park popularity so the  

Symphony 32 cabins designed by 

Pininfarina were the obvious choice. 

The cabins are very comfortable and 

equipped with large bay windows to 

fully appreciate the bird’s eye view of 

Macao Bay. In addition, they are also 

equipped with LED strips that will 

light up the sky at dusk.

In order to illustrate its commitment 

to carrying out this gigantic project, 

POMA stood out by implementing a 

specific support program and provi-

ding extremely short delivery times. 

To do this, POMA relies on three pil-

lars: its capacity to globally control 

the value chain, its “made in France” 

industrial tool, and a strong connec-

tion with POMA China’s local team.

About POMA

Having built more than 8,000 installations worldwide over an 83 year period, French company POMA is a leading 
provider of cable transportation solutions. POMA innovates throughout the world, lending its cable transportation 
knowledge and expertise to the urban transports, snow, tourism, and industrial sectors. POMA has a turnover of 
€345 millions. POMA employs 1,113 people (including 800 in France) across its different industrial sites, all based in 
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes.

Web : www.poma.net - Twitter : www.twitter.com/pomaropeways

www.poma.net

TECHNICAL

Length: 4,539 km

Vertical rise: 364 - 117 - 247 

Pphpd: 5,775

Number of passengers  

per cabin: 32

Opening: 2020
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